Mucous Membrane of the Tongue: Macro- and Microscopic Differences After Chemical (alkali, acid) and Thermal Burns
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In experiments on rats we examined morphofunctional changes in the bloodstream, mucous membrane and muscles of the tongue after chemical and thermal burns. We found that pathological processes are more deepening later date after alkali burn.
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1. Introduction
Traumatic lesions of the mucous membrane of the tongue are very common nowadays. Insufficiency of the guidelines on the diagnosis and management of this condition drows attention of physicians [1, 6]. Mucous membrane of the oral cavity constantly undergoes various injuries [3]. This leads to different changes in the mucous membrane. There are mechanical, chemical, physical and combined trauma of the tongue. Clinical symptoms depend on the power, duration of the damaging agent, local conditions, state of microbiocenosis and total reactivity [4].
Burns are the most widely spread trauma of the mucous membrane. They can be caused by hot food, fire, hot air, acid, alkali using of arsenic paste, phenol, formalin, formalin-rezortsyn mixture, silver nitrate [2, 5].

Today we don’t have enough scientific literature about macro- and microscopic changes in the mucous membrane of the tongue after thermal and chemical burns.

The main goal of our research was to study all differences in the mucosa of the rats tongue after thermal and chemical burns in the experiment.

Pic 1: Rat tongue 24 hours after thermal burn (macroscopic material)

Detachment of the mucous membrane of the tongue with the development of ulcer – 1.

2. Materials and Methods
In the experiment we used 78 white mature rats weight 180-200 g. They were divided into 4 groups. The first group was consisted of control animals. The second and third group – under ketamine anesthesia we modeled the chemical burn with sulfuric acid...
45% and sodium hydroxide solution 50% via microsynerge. The fourth group under ketamine anesthesia we modeled the thermal burn by applying a metal rod (area 7 mm, heated to 120°C) during 5 sec. to the anterior third of the tongue. From the experiment rats were deduced by introducing intrapleural high doses of concentrated sodium thiopental. All experiments were conducted according to the “Rules of work using experimental animals”

For histological examination we took pieces of tissue from different parts of the tongue after 1, 3, 7 and 15 days from the beginning of the experiment. We fixed them in a solution of formalin 10 %, liquid Karnua and 96 % alcohol. Paraffin sections of thickness 5-8 mc m (micrometers) were in there mutually perpendicular planes, dyed in hematoxylin and eosin, Weigert’s resorcin-fuchsin stain, Van Gусon’s stain. To indentify glycogen we used PAS-reaction.

**Pic 2:** Histological sections of rat’s tongue 24 hours after thermal burns. Dyed in hematoxylin and eosin. x 140.

**Pic 3:** Histological sections of rat’s tongue 3 days after alkali burn. Dyed in hematoxylin and eosin. x 140.
3. Results and Discussion
After thermal and chemical burns of tongue different macro- and microscopic changes arised: necrobiotic processes in the mucosa, inflammation in the muscle, development of the reverse reparative processes. All this alterations were development on the type of the damaging agent. Thermal burns are the shortest in duration and reverse amplification, that’s why fastest changes occur as a result of the thermal factor. The latest changes occur in alkali burns, they are the deepest and the furthest. Acid burns occupy an intermediate position.
24 hours after thermal burns we observed the development of inflammation (hyperemia, edema, mucosal damage) leading to necrosis of the superficial layers and infraction of the structural of filliformes and fungiformes papillae. Muscle fibres thickened because of dehydration. Amount of glycogen decreases in the superior muscle layers of the tongue and increases in lymphoid glandular structures. The tone of the walls of arteries increased: narrowed lumen of blood vessels, thickened media, intensified simuosity of internal elastic lamina. 

After acid burns coagulation necrosis occurred and formed brown lamina on the mucosal surface of the tongue. At acid burns of mucosa, with destruction changes and desquamation of the superior layers, interstitial and paravasal edema accrued. Intramuscular partitions and spaces around the vessels were become wider. Glycogen disappeared in the superior layers of the tongue muscle, but stayed in deep layers. The bloodstream changes were: dilatation of the arteries slimming of the wall, decreased simuosity of internal elastic lamina. 

Alkali burns were less pronounced: desquamation of the superior layers of the tongue mucosa, minor dilatation lumen of the arteries, local cluster of erythrocytes. The amount of glycogen did not change.
On the third day of the experimental observation there was a further development of pathological changes. At thermal burns the most of the mucous membrane fell of pale-pink ulcer with a smooth bottom appeared on that place. Microscopic structural changes were the same as before. Quantity of the glycogen increased. The tone of the arteries walls was still increased, capillary blood stasis combined with venous plethora. 

The same macro- and microscopic processes were also in rats with acid burns, but amount of the glycogen decreased. On the 3rd day of the experiment where the alkali burn modeled deep desquamation of the mucous membrane and interstitial edema came up. Glycogen highly increased. Arteries were constricted in one parts and dilatated in other. Sometimes in their lumen there were clusters of erythrocytes, rare
intramural thrombosis, venous plethora and capillary blood stasis. On the 7th day macroscopic look of the tongue, gystological structure and morofunctional state of the vessel recovered. Only in some places of the submucosal layer there were focal proliferation of connective tissue. Quantity of the glycogen was higher than in control group of animals. In the group of animals where the acid burn modeled ulcerative mucosal defect maintained. But histologically there were signs of regeneration. The amount of the glycogen increased, first of all around blood vessels. In the group of animals with alkali burns changes progressed. On the back of the tongue there were deep ulcers and erosion with pale mucous around and hyperemic bottom. In the superior layers of the muscle there were dystrophic changes: enlightenment of the cell cytoplasm, karyolysis, homogenization of cellular elements. All this changes were followed by interstitial and submucosal edema. The amount of the glycogen increased and exceeded the control level. After the 15 days of experiment in all groups there were regenerative processes in mucous, muscle blood vessels of the tongue. After thermal and acid burns we studied full regeneration, while after alkali burn, we observed proliferation of the connective tissue extension of the intermuscular intervals, fragmentation of muscle fibers, because of the deep liquefactive necrosis with involvement of the mucous, submucous membranes internal layers of muscles. The level of glycogen stabilized and was equal in the experimental group of the rats and control group.

1. Thermal and chemical burns of the tongue are followed by expressed micro- and macroscopic changes with different intensity and duration.
2. Thermal burns most likely cause changes, that are the shortest in duration and regeneration. Alkali burns cause latest changes, that are the deepest and longest in duration. Acid burns occupy an intermediate position.
3. By the action of acid burns coagulative necrosis develops, by the action of alkalis burns - liquefactive necrosis, by the action of thermal burns - acute catarrhal occurs.

Aspects for future research: all this findings can be basis for the development of the guidelines on the morphological noses and management of the tongue burns.
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